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New mold emulates
early 20th-century
Japanese bisque

isque dolls (with porcelain heads) were
imported to Japan from Germany and France
from Taisho Period (1912-1926) to the early
Showa Period (1927-1989). Sakura bisque
was the very first try for Japanese doll
companies to imitate porcelain doll making
technique mainly for export purpose.
Shinoda and Morimura are the most famous
manufacturing companies.
The dolls are very distinctive, with big black eyes and black
straight bobbed hair. They were nicknamed “Sakura Bisque”
or “Sakura Doll” for the cherry blossoms (the national flower
of Japan) and made a great hit all over the world.
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The dolls present a slightly
unbalanced mix of Western and
Japanese cultures
Most of the dolls had five-piece composition baby bodies.
Today, the most sought after by collectors are the larger dolls
with nine-piece bodies. The dolls were usually costumed in a
satin or cotton crepe Western-style dress and bonnet with a
wide brim that reflected Japanese admiration of and longing for
Western culture. The costuming included no socks or shoes.
This slightly unbalanced mix of cultures results in a cute
appearance that still attracts many doll collectors. The quality of the dolls varies, and those measuring over 10 inches
with good painting are quite rare and valuable.
Mystic Molds was lucky enough to find a big head of
Sakura Bisque in excellent shape and has created a new mold
for porcelain doll makers to enjoy. The company has plans for
baby kimono patterns and cloth play toys that would have
been popular in Japan for the period. The size of the completed doll is 10 inches with a nine-piece composition body.
The Mystic Sakura Bisque-style doll is named “Momo,”
which stands for the plum blossoms that represent little
Japanese girls.

Making the doll

Casting
Original Sakura Bisque doll heads were made of stone
bisque with no wash. It has a white look similar to most old

Dollmaking materials
• Seeley’s porcelain slip (Pure White)
• Seeley’s paints: Onyx Black (eyebrows and lashes) and
Classic Yellow Red (lips, nostrils and cheeks)
• Ultra Fine Line Medium, Line Medium, Area Medium
• Composition body (Seeley’s SFBJ9S)
• 16mm oval flat paperweight eyes (brown)
• Short bobbed black wig (Monique "Tara" Black Size 7-8)

Costuming Materials
• 20 x 20-inch piece of satin (preferably silk),
cotton crepe or cotton stripe
• 30 x 30-inch piece lightweight white cotton for
undergarments
• 10 x 10-inch satin (preferably silk) or crepe silk for
bonnet lining
• 5 x 5½-inch piece crinoline, buckram or thick cotton
canvas
• 11/5 yard of 3/8 -inch white cotton lace for undergarments
• ½ yard of ½-inch satin ribbon
• 5 small snap buttons (2 for underdress, 3 for dress)
• 2 small mother of pearl buttons
• Narrow elastic
• Pattern from center pull-out section
february 2008
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Eyebrow first firing
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Eyebrow second firing

Eyebrow third firing

Antique Sakura Bisque dolls
such as these have become
valued collectibles.
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or traditional Japanese dolls. To emulate that, use Seeley
Pure White porcelain slip. This is a very thick and gummy
slip and so I added water (1:3 ratio of water to slip) and mixed
it well before pouring.
Cleaning
The face has very Japanese features with a flat eye area
and little facial dimension. Be careful not to bevel the eye
hole as you would for Western-style dolls. That is too much;
you will likely break them. Shape the eye holes (flat almond

shape) enough to insert oval flat glass eyes. Be sure to cut
both edges crisp and sharp.
Painting techniques
The painting was done with the same technique used for
Ichimatsu dolls and other traditional Japanese dolls. The
antique Sakura Bisque doll coloring can be replicated using
Onyx Black and Classic Yellow Red from Seeleys.
The hardest part might be eyebrow painting. Refer to the
illustrations to see how the original painting was done on the
bisque head. It is exactly the same technique used on the
Japanese dolls. Mix the paint to ink consistency.
I used Seeley Pro Line Brush to shade off the under brows
as if they were painted with Japanese paints. Eyelashes are
painted on the lower lid and a few are painted at the outer
corner of the upper lid. Line the upper eye holes after painting the eyelashes. (Refer to the close-up photo.)
Cheek blush is applied from the cheek up to the outer half of
the eyelid. Use Classic Yellow Red for the appropriate coloring.
The lips should be painted a little smaller than the mouth
line. Pursed little lips would be one of the conditions of beauty
in Japanese culture. Make them very flat with no accent lines.
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Eyebrow Painting
First firing: Mark the outline by using a map pencil.
Draw the line with Onyx Black. Both ends are to be sharp,
looking as if you are painting with a Japanese painting brush.
Second firing: Mark the starting line of each eyebrow hair

Dressing tip
These dolls would have commonly been dressed in a
Western-style sundress and a bonnet with a wide
brim. No socks or shoes! Later, mothers made
kimonos, aprons or other Japanese costumes, using whatever was to be found in
their drawers. I suppose Japanese mothers
of the time must have had no clue how to
make Western-style doll dresses. We often come
across Sakura Bisque dolls in handmade kimonos at
auctions.
Japan has a traditional technique for making doll
wigs – gluing a bundle of hair on the top of doll head
before trimming. It is more like an art that is
secretly inherited and hard to learn on our own. I
found a good wig to fit the doll head and had the
bangs trimmed short enough to show off her cute
eyebrows.
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Place crinoline on the wrong side of the face fabric for the
brim. Sew the wrong side of the brim, face fabric and lining
(face, crinoline, lining) all together and turn to the right side.
Sew tucks on bonnet back of face fabric and lining. Sew
the bonnet back to the bonnet side of both the face fabric
and lining. Sew the brim on the right side of the face fabric.
Place one end of a silk ribbon at the edge of the brim on
each side. Place the end of the ribbon even with the edge of
the fabric. Be sure the shiny side of the ribbon will be facing
out. With right sides together, sew the lining on the face fabric. Turn right side out.
Make a strip of binding out of the face fabric. Sew the
binding around the neck opening of the bonnet.

with a map pencil. The eyebrow should be not quite 1⁄8 inch at
its deepest point. Paint about nine individual hairs moving
the brush from the pencil mark toward the brow line.
Third firing: Draw the brow line once again and spread the
paint both to the eyehole and the end of the brow line using
Seeley Pro Line Brush.

Costuming the doll

The ensemble — dress, bonnet and undergarments — is
very basic and simple, and that is the way the dolls would
have been dressed in the period. The most preferable materials for the dress are given in the materials list. Seam
allowances are included in the pattern pieces.
Dress
This is a basic design for a girl’s sundress.
Sew the bodice pieces together at the shoulder seams with
right sides together. Fold the bodice backs on dotted centerline and hem. Sew the bodice side seam with right sides
together. Gather the skirt onto bodice. Sew the skirt back
from hem up leaving an opening. Hem the edge as indicated
on the pattern.
Finish the armholes and neckline with a strip of bias tape
created from the dress fabric. Sew the bias strip as though it
were a facing piece, turning it completely to the inside and
stitching in place with a blind stitch.
Sew three snap buttons on the back center and two mother of pearl buttons on the right side.
Bonnet
The brim fits around the front opening of the bonnet, so
no tucking or gathering is necessary for the brim.
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Underdress
Press the long edge of the shoulder straps toward the center along the dotted lines indicated on the patter. Fold the
straps lengthwise so the raw edges are inside. Topstitch along
the long open edge. Place on end of each strap on the right
side of the front bodice halfway between the center front and
the armhole edge. Use a couple stitches in the seam allowance
to hold in place The strap should be hanging down toward the
bottom of the bodice. Without twisting the strap, tack the
other end at the bodice back (matching the strap edge to the
bodice edge) approximately ¾ inch in from the center back.
Place the bodice lining right side together with the bodice
face fabric, sandwiching the straps. Sew from the center back
around the bodice to the other center back along the upper edge.
Turn the bodice right side out through the open lower edge.
Gather the skirt to fit the bodice. Sew the skirt to the
bodice with right sides together. Treat the bodice fabric and
lining pieces as one. Press the seam toward the bodice.
Overcast the raw edge to finish the seam if desired.
Sew the skirt back from the hem upward, leaving 2 inches open at the top. Create a rolled hem along the lower edge
of the skirt. Stitch cotton lace all around the hem.
Sew two snaps on the back center of the bodice for
closures.
Bloomers
Sew center front seam together right sides together. Sew
center back seam with right sides together.
Open bloomers with right sides together, matching the center front and center back seams. Stitch the inseams right sides
together from the hem of one leg to the hem of the other.
Press 1⁄8 inch of the waist edge toward the wrong side. Fold
edge over again to form a casing for elastic. Stitch the casing
closed but leave an opening to insert the elastic. Run elastic
through the casing and close the opening with a blind stitch.
Finish the legs with a rolled hem. Stitch cotton lace
around the leg openings.
Address correspondence to Fumiko Plumlee, c/o Mystic
Molds, 1860 CR 4316 N, De Kalb TX 75559.
Photos of the original antique Sakura Bisque dolls are
from the collection of Ms. Ritsuko Hozumi.
Source for kimono silks: www.kyotokimono.com

